Case Report

Giant cell tumor of tendon sheath: a case series
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ABSTRACT

Giant cell tumor of tendon sheath is a relatively rare non-malignant soft tissue tumor arising from the synovial cells and is associated with high recurrence rate. Many factors are considered for high recurrence including proximity to distal interphalangeal joints, presence of degenerative joint disease, pressure erosions in the radiograph and increased mitotic activity. But the most common cause for recurrence is incomplete surgical excision. However, it is the second most common tumor in hands after ganglion cysts. Here we present a case series comprising of 3 cases for whom marginal excision was done and they were kept on regular follow up without any recurrence.
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INTRODUCTION

Chasaignac was first to describe giant cell tumor of tendon sheath in 18th century. It is a slow growing, benign and rare soft tissue tumor arising from the synovial cells of tendon sheath. GCT is a common tumor in hands and its incidence in amongst the fingers is as index finger followed by thumb, the long, the ring and then with little finger. It is second most tumor of hands followed by ganglion cysts. Giant cell tumor of tendon sheath are associated with a high recurrence rate if proper marginal excision is not done. Possible etiological factors for GCT Trauma, inflammation, metabolic disease and a neoplastic etiology. However majority of the case are of unknown etiology. A diagnosis can be made with help of Fine needle aspiration cytology (FNAC) and imaging studies. Marginal excision is the treatment of choice.

CASE REPORT

Case 1

An 18 year old female presented with a painless swelling over the proximal half of right thumb since 6 months. No history of trauma. Examination revealed a single, firm, lobulated, non-tender, non-trans illuminating mass, mobile only in the horizontal plane over the proximal half of the right thumb; skin over the swelling is pinchable.

Radiological investigating revealed no indentation of the bone and FNAC suggested GCT of tendon sheath.
Marginal excision was done and the specimen was sent for histopathological examination. HPE confirmed our diagnosis. Patient was on follow up for 2 years and no recurrence noted (Figure 1, 2).

![Figure 2: Gross specimen.](image)

**Case 2**

A 32 year old female came to our OPD with chief complaints of a slow growing, painless swelling in right ring finger since 1 year.

![Figure 3: Pre operative picture.](image)

No history of trauma. On examination a 2x2 cms firm swelling in middle phalanx of the right index finger. No restriction of movement in the joint. Swelling has no movement in the vertical plane and restricted mobility in horizontal plan. With the help of FNAC and imaging studies a diagnosis of Giant cell tumor of tendon sheath was made. Marginal excision of the tumor was done and patient kept on regular follow-up (Figure 3, 4).

**Case 3**

A 45 year old male presented with a firm painless swelling in the left index finger since 7 months. History of trauma is associated with the swelling. On examination 3x2 cms swelling is noted in proximal phalanx of left index finger. Its firm in consistency with restricted mobility and skin over swelling is pinchable. FNAC followed by Marginal excision was done. HPE revealed partially capsulated lesion with larger polygonal cells with vacuolated granular cytoplasm and vesicular nucleus, along with areas showing osteoclastic type of tumor giant cells and many clusters of cholesterol cleft spaces which is confirmative of our diagnosis (Figure 5).

![Figure 5: Histopathology slide showing multiple osteoclastic type giant cells.](image)

**DISCUSSION**

Giant cell tumor of tendon sheath (GCTTS) is an extra-articular, localized and painless soft tissue swelling which has a longer duration. It is also called as fibrous histiocytoma of tendon sheath, Xanthogranuloma, and benign synovium. Giant cell tumor of tendon sheath is commonly seen in third, fourth and fifth decades of life with a male to female ratio of 2:3. Overall incident of GCT is one in 50,000 individuals. GCT is a common tumor in hands and its incidence in amongst the fingers is as follows index finger (29.7%) followed by thumb (12.9%), the long (24.6%), the ring (16.8%) and then with little (16%) finger. Possible etiological factors for GCT Trauma, inflammation, metabolic disease and a neoplastic etiology. Many factors are considered as causing recurrence, including proximity to the distal interphalangeal joints, presence of degenerative joint...
disease, pressure erosions in the radiographs and increased mitotic activity. However the most widely accepted cause of recurrence is incomplete surgical excision of the tumor.

Byers classified GCTTS into two types i.e localized nodular which commonly occurs in hands and diffuse type which is more common in joints. Diffuse variety is commonly associated with recurrence. Differential diagnosis include Ganglion cyst, pigmented villonodular synovitis, desmoids tumor, fibroma, fibrosarcoma, glomangioma, knuckle pads and synovial sarcoma.

Sonography detects whether the tumor is solid or cystic and describes the relationship of the lesion to the surrounding structures. Information regarding the extent of contact with underlying tendon is possible with sonography. X-ray helps us to identify if there is any underlying bone or joint involvement. FNAC of the tumor helps in making an accurate pre-operative diagnosis and thus facilitates a well planned surgical approach. On microscopy GCTTS shows multinucleated giant cells, polyhedral histiocytes, fibrosis, lipid laden cells and hemosiderin deposits. Mitosis and high cellularity were also seen in GCTTS however their relation to recurrence is debatable.

Complete surgical excision remains the mainstay of treatment, assisted either with an operating microscope or a magnifying loupe. The recurrence rates after excision ranges from 7 to 45%. Meticulous excision of giant-cell tumours of tendon sheath reduces the incidence of recurrence. Radiotherapy has been suggested after inadequate excision and in patients with high mitotic activity to prevent recurrence.

CONCLUSION

Even though GCTTS is a benign tumor it is associated with higher recurrence rate. So, it is very important to make an accurate pre-operative diagnosis which helps in planning an appropriate surgical procedure thus decreasing the chances of recurrence.
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